NOTES:
1. OFFSET BIKE LANE LINES FROM CURB FOR 5 TO 6 FOOT BIKE LANE. OFFSET PARKING LINES FROM CURB FOR 7 FOOT PARKING LANE.
2. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS SHALL HAVE THE DIMENSIONS SPECIFIED PER THE MUTCD DETAILS SHOWN ON THE DETAIL SHEET.
3. BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS SHOULD BE LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF THE LANE UNLESS OTHERWISE MARKED IN THE FIELD.
4. ALL MEASUREMENTS IN FEET UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
NOTES:

1. OFFSET BIKE LANE LINES FROM CURB FOR 5 TO 6 FOOT BIKE LANES.
OFFSET PARKING LINES FROM CURB FOR 7 FOOT PARKING LANE.

2. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS (SHARED LANE MARKINGS) SHALL HAVE THE DIMENSIONS SPECIFIED PER THE MUTCD DETAILS SHOWN ON THE DETAIL SHEET.

3. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS SHOULD BE LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF THE LANE UNLESS OTHERWISE MARKED IN THE FIELD.

4. ALL MEASUREMENTS IN FEET UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
NOTES:

1. OFFSET BIKE LANE LINES FROM CURB FOR 5 TO 6 FOOT BIKE LANE. OFFSET PARKING LINES FROM CURB FOR 7 FOOT PARKING LANE.

2. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS (SHARED LANE MARKINGS) SHALL HAVE THE DIMENSIONS SPECIFIED PER THE MUTCD DETAILS SHOWN ON THE DETAIL SHEET.

3. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS SHOULD BE LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF THE LANE UNLESS OTHERWISE MARKED IN THE FIELD.

4. ALL MEASUREMENTS IN FEET UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
1. OFFSET BIKE LANE LINES FROM CURB FOR 5 TO 6 FOOT BIKE LANE. OFFSET PARKING LINES 33 INCH CURB FOR 7 FOOT PARKING LANE.

2. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS (SHARED LANE MARKINGS) SHALL HAVE THE DIMENSIONS SPECIFIED PER THE MUTCD DETAILS SHOWN ON THE DETAIL SHEET.

3. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS SHOULD BE LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF THE LANE UNLESS OTHERWISE MARKED IN THE FIELD.

4. ALL MEASUREMENTS IN FEET UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
NOTES:
1. OFFSET BIKE LANE LINES FROM CURB FOR 5 TO 6 FOOT BIKE LANES.
   OFFSET PARKING LINES 5" FROM CURB FOR 7 FOOT PARKING LANE.
2. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS (SHARED LANE MARKINGS) SHALL HAVE THE DIMENSIONS SPECIFIED PER THE MUTCD DETAILS SHOWN ON THE DETAIL SHEET.
3. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS SHOULD BE LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF THE LANE UNLESS OTHERWISE MARKED IN THE FIELD.
4. ALL MEASUREMENTS IN FEET UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
NOTES:
1. OFFSET BIKE LANE LINES FROM CURB FOR 5 TO 6 FOOT BIKE LANE.
OFFSET PARKING LINES 56 INCH CURB FOR 7 FOOT PARKING LANE.
2. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS (SHARED LANE MARKINGS) SHALL HAVE THE DIMENSIONS SPECIFIED PER THE MUTCD DETAILS SHOWN ON THE DETAIL SHEET.
3. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS SHOULD BE LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF THE LANE UNLESS OTHERWISE MARKED IN THE FIELD.
4. ALL MEASUREMENTS IN FEET UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
NOTES:
1. OFFSET BIKE LANE LINES FROM CURB FOR 5 TO 6 FOOT BIKE LANES. OFFSET PARKING LINES FROM CURB FOR 7 FOOT PARKING LANE.
2. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS (SHARED LANE MARKINGS) SHALL HAVE THE DIMENSIONS SPECIFIED PER THE MUTCD DETAILS SHOWN ON THE DETAIL SHEET.
3. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS SHOULD BE LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF THE LANE UNLESS OTHERWISE MARKED IN THE FIELD.
4. ALL MEASUREMENTS IN FEET UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
NOTES:
1. OFFSET BIKE LANE LINES FROM CURB FOR 5 TO 6 FOOT BIKE LANE.
OFFSET PARKING LINES 3" IN CURB FOR 7 FOOT PARKING LANE.
2. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS (SHARED LANE MARKINGS) SHALL HAVE THE DIMENSIONS SPECIFIED PER THE MUTCD DETAILS SHOWN ON THE DETAIL SHEET.
3. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS SHOULD BE LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF THE LANE UNLESS OTHERWISE MARKED IN THE FIELD.
4. ALL MEASUREMENTS IN FEET UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
NOTES:

1. OFFSET BIKE LANE LINES FROM CURB FOR 5 TO 6 FOOT BIKE LANE.
   OFFSET PARKING LINES FROM CURB FOR 7 FOOT PARKING LANE.

2. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS (SHARED LANE
   MARKINGS) SHALL HAVE THE DIMENSIONS SPECIFIED PER THE MUTCD
   DETAILS SHOWN ON THE DETAIL SHEET.

3. ALL BIKE LANE SYMBOLS & SHARROW SYMBOLS SHOULD BE LOCATED
   IN THE CENTER OF THE LANE UNLESS OTHERWISE MARKED IN THE
   FIELD.

4. ALL MEASUREMENTS IN FEET UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.